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1. Introduction

Practical implementation of our system of dosimetry depends on the construction of detection devices
which have an appropriate response function. Useful guidance for designing the function can be ob-
tained from the generalised relationship between the instrumental response and the output signal as
stated formally by Ritchie(1) in 1967. Ideally, for radiation protection, the detector output signal should
be directly relatable to the biological effect of interest, independently of the energy, type and intensity
of the radiations. This has not yet been achieved. Microdosimetric devices*-2-1 probably come closest to
the requirements as they aim to simulate the radiation response of mammalian cell nuclei and, for their
operation, information on the radiation type is not necessary. Nevertheless, microdosimeters can only
provide a measure of the physical quality of the radiation field. They cannot yet give a measurement of
the biological effectiveness^ although there is provision in the theory to accommodate nanometre-
sized sensitive volumes which may make this possible depending on the damage mechanism(s) in-
volved. If the corresponding radiosensitive targets can be unambiguously identified and if the mecha-
nism of damage can be better specified, then it should be possible to design instrumentation which has
a radiation response equivalent to that of the critical targets in the mammalian cell nucleus^1. Such de-
tectors would, in principle, give an absolute measure of bio-effectiveness for any ionizing radiation
field. They would form a key part of a fluence-based system for radiation protection. Absorbed dose
would not be relevant and quality weighting factors would become redundant along with many of the
other dose-based units and quantities^5-1. The work reported here is aimed at producing such detectors.

During the past ten years biological and biophysical evidence has emerged which supports the conten-
tion that double-stranded breaks induced by ionizing radiation in segments of the DNA in mammalian
cell nuclei are the dominant critical lesions which are precursors to various biological endpoints such
as inactivation, chromosome aberrations, mutations and oncogenic transformations *•' . The biophysi-
cal evidence demonstrates that the radiation damage can be correlated uniquely for any radiation type if
the 'effect cross-section for production of the initial damage' is expressed as a function of the mean
spacing between ionizations produced by the charged particle tracks^4' 6\ The effect cross-section is an
absolute measure of the bio-effectiveness. Cross-sections for induction of oncogenic transformations,
of interest for protection, can be scaled directly from the data for inactivation(7).

From the foregoing considerations, the observed response curve for damage to the nuclei of mammal-
ian cells can be represented by a plot of the cumulative probability for inactivation (as deduced from
the ratio of the observed bio-effect cross-section to the saturation value) against the 'mean spacing of
primary ionizations1 for the relevant charged particles in the equilibrium spectrum generated by the ra-
diation field(8). This results in a unified curve which accommodates all radiation types. It gives a
measure of the absolute bio-effectiveness of the radiation field as a function of the fluence-weighted
mean free path for linear primary ionizations by the equilibrium charged particle track. In other words,
this curve represents the radiation response function for the initial production of double-stranded
breaks in the intanuclear DNA of a mammalian cell. The response for other end-points such as onco-
genic transformations can be obtained by appropriate scaling as demonstrated in reference 7.
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The requirements for a physical detector for the measurement of the absolute bio-effectiveness of any
unknown field of ionizing radiation are that the device consist of an array of paired sensors, each hav-
ing a projected area of about 1 run by 3nm and of sufficient sensitivity to detect a single ionisation or
equivalent excitation. The sensors should be spaced at two nanometre apart to simulate the relevant
strands in a segment of the DNA double helix. An array of sensors is required such that there will be
approximately 20 paired sensors at risk for traversal of a charged particle(3). The measured number of
paired sensors per unit fluence of incident radiation can be related directly to the bio-effect cross-
section. Appropriately modified ICRP risk factors can be applied to determine the hazard(9). Absorbed
dose and radiation weighting factors become redundant thereby raising the opportunity for a complete
reappraisal of the relevance of the quantities and units(5> 10) currently recommended by ICRP.

2. Possible technical approaches for development of appropriate 'sensors'

Although the requirement for 'sensors' which have nanometre dimensions in the condensed phase and
the capability of detecting a single electronic charge may initially seem impracticable there are in fact
several approaches which offer reasonable prospects of success. These are: amorphous semi-
conductors in a low capacitance arrangement for detection of a single electronic charge; super-
conducting Josephson junctions (operates at low temperatures); Langmuir-Blodgett films; organic
semi-conductors; plastic and liquid scintillators operated in single scinton mode; molecular electronics;
nanometre (silicon) structures; nanolithography. Material that is tissue-equivalent is desirable. Various
other ingenious possibilities have been suggested to the authors.

3. Practical device: simulation of the radiation response in mammalian cells

As most of the foregoing techniques require specialist facilities and expertise, not available in thislabo-
ratory, it was decided to pursue experiments with organic plastic scintillator, selected for several rea-
sons. It was realised that a close analogy existed between the main features of track action in the phos-
phor and the track action which determines the radiation response in the mammalian cell. For example,
the phosphor can be produced in spheres of a few micron diameter of similar dimension to that of the
cell nucleus and therefore to reflect correctly the stochastical nature of the radiation interactions as in
conventional microdosimetry, but in the condensed phase. Within the phosphor, the fluor molecules
are considered to act as the sensors. Each fluor molecule is analogous to a single strand in the DNA.
For the typical concentrations of fluor molecules pertaining in conventional organic scintillators, the
mean spacing between light-emitting centres is only a few nanometers. As the fluor molecules are dis-
tributed randomly, there will be a probability that a certain number of width 1 nm will be spaced apart
at 2 nm. These 'paired' sensors are assumed to simulate a segment of the double-stranded DNA. The
fluor 'sensors' are stimulated by excitons which are allocated a diffusion length of a few nanometres
and can be considered analogous to diffusing radicals in the cell. Also the sensors may be stimulated
directly by interaction of any type of charged particles. Both the direct and indirect action are loosely
analogous to the known effects of radical diffusion and direct radiation action on the DNA in mam-
malian cells, sufficiently so for 'dosimetric' purposes. The distribution of paired sensors in the scintil-
lator should comply with the requirement that there be, on average, about 20 pairs at risk upon a single
charged particle traversal along a mean chord through the detector.

As an activated sensor is signalled by emission of a scintillation photon (scinton), a working device
must be capable of detecting events comprising single (k=l) and plural (k=2, 3, 4, etc) scinton emis-
sion and of resolving these into separate peaks, each containing the observed number of 'k scinton'
events.

The overall detection efficiency of the device will be low, corresponding to that of the mammalian cell.
However if the feasibility of a unified detector of absolute bio-effectiveness can be proved, then it is
envisaged that the detection efficiency could be increased by orders of magnitude by distributing mul-
tiple spherical sites in an appropriate plastic matrix to simulate cell clusters.
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4. Calculated probabilities and results: relevant quantities and Poisson probabilities

The expected number of events in the 'k scinton' event peaks was calculated using Poisson probabilities
for: the mean spacing between fluor molecules; exciton generation and subsequent possible interaction
with an active centre in the scintillator; stimulation of a centre by > 1 hit; stimulation of an active cen-
tre by direct ionization; the random occurrence of fluor centres of width lnm spaced at 2nm apart, of
'unpaired' events and 'paired' events in each 'k scinton' peak. The various probabilities were weighted
for the charged particle equilibrium spectrum generated by the incident photons^. In effect, the cal-
culation utilises a model for generation of the initial exciton concentration by the equilibrium charged
particle track structure, the subsequent fluorescence emissions and losses, to the release of photoelec-
trons which are detected in the hybrid photomultiplier. The average number of events could be calcu-
lated which, in turn, enabled the probability to be found that there would be an exact number of paired
and unpaired scinton events in the 'k scinton' peak, k= 0, 1, 2, 3, etc. Figures la and lb show the scin-
ton spectra for Am241 y-rays (59.6 keV) and Csl37 y-rays (661 keV). The 'unpaired' peaks (solid lines,
analogous to single-strand breaks) and the frequency weighted average 'k' reveal clear differences in
the observed physical quality for the different photon radiations. The frequency of events per unit
photon fluence also plays a role. These results indicate the feasibility of microdosimetry in the con-
densed phase at the molecular level. If successful, this would constitute a significant advance in con-

Figure la. Am-241 gamma rays Figure lb. Cs-137 gamma rays
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ventional microdosimetry. However, for the bio-effectiveness, it is necessary to measure the number of
equivalent double-strand breaks - shown by the dashed lines in the figures. Extraction of these 'paired
events' is not straightforward as there are co-variant effects in the statistical analyses. Consequently tech-
niques must be developed to accomplish this, perhaps by iterative methods with reference to the k=l
peak.

5. Experimental results and principles of the
device

The scinton spectrometer comprised a disk of plastic
phosphor (NE102A), 2.5 cm diameter and 20 micron
thick coupled to a hybrid photomultiplier(12). Single
and plural scinton peaks were observable above the
background noise level but to enhance the 'signal to
noise ratio' the device was operated in coincidence
mode to enable detailed analysis of light yields and
losses. Consequently the results at this stage should
not be directly compared with the calculated values.
The experimental results simply confirm the practical
ability to record resolved scinton peaks and to reveal

Figure 2. Experimental 'k-scinton' peaks nor-
malised to total events
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the spectral dependence on quality. The difference in quality of the photon-emitting radioisotopes
(Am-241; Co-57; Cs-137 and Co-60) is clearly apparent in figure 2. Ultimately, for analysis of the
data, it is intended to determine the total count-rate detected in each 'k' peak and to deduce the mean
number of'paired' events / unit fluence. This cross-section for 'paired' events should be directly compa-
rable with the bio-effect cross-section for inactivation of mammalian cells. The method therefore can
be subjected to a sensitive validity test. As the scinton spectrometer should be capable of simultane-
ously measuring the equilibrium charged particle fluence, it has the potential to be a complete bio-
effect dosimeter in a fluence-based system.

6. Conclusions

Analysis of cellular damage by ionizing radiations proves that energy deposition is not a valid physical
parameter for quantifying radiation biological effects(3> 13). Microdosimetry in the condensed phase in
molecular volumes is a practical possibility for the measurement of physical quality. There is a distinct
possibility of developing a physical device for measurement of the biological effectiveness for appli-
cation in a fluence-based system of radiation protection.
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